Introducing the new ASTRA Office Elite

The ASTRA Office Elite prepares a delicious FRESH cup of (Regular or Decaf) coffee within seconds. The ASTRA Office Elite comes with 2 hoppers allowing for a constant supply of regular and decaffeinated coffee. Once the desired drink is selected, the ASTRA Office Elite selects and grinds the beans, tamps the grounds and extracts the perfect cup of coffee.

The ASTRA Office Elite also utilizes Astra’s new brewing mechanism that allows the user to grind up to 30 grams of fresh coffee for a 20 ounce cup of FRESH coffee.

The ASTRA Office Elite is also equipped with the same computer as the ASTRA Super Mega and ASTRA A2000 Super Automatic machines. This computer allows for programmable product quality, management capabilities, production management and self-cleaning.

Like all ASTRA equipment, the ASTRA Office Elite is manufactured with the highest quality modular and reliable products and comes with Astra’s 2 year manufacturer’s warranty.*

*some exclusions apply – see warranty card for further details
Standard Features:

- Modular construction makes ASTRA equipment the easiest and most reliable machines to install, operate, maintain and service. All Astra machines are extremely user friendly.
- Nickel-plated copper boiler with manufacturer’s warranty.
- Microprocessor-controlled diagnostic system for quick troubleshooting.
- Internal quiet motor with rotary-vane Procon pump.
- Vacuum valve to prevent milk from entering the boiler.
- Automatic water fills.
- Internal oversized power breaker for added safety.
- All American-made nickel-plated brass flare fitting eliminates future costly service.
- No electric components below the drain tray helps avoid electrical hazards and future costly maintenance.
- Pre-infusion capabilities.
- Hopper size:  
  - Regular 2.2 lbs.
  - Decaf 2.2 lbs
- Water hook up: ¼” flare beverage tubing and/or quick disconnect.
- Drain hook up: 6’ flexible tubing with 1” O.D.
- ETL Listed to NSF-4, UL 197, and CSA C22.2 No. 109
- Two (2) year manufacturer’s limited warranty on all parts, except gaskets, knobs, valves, pump and all other wear-and-tear items.
- Labor warranty available through local distributors.

Technical Specifications:

**PRODUCTION CAPACITY:**
180 Cups per Hour

**PUMP:**
Full-Size, Rotary-vane Procon Pump.

**WATER HOOK-UP:**
¼” flare beverage tubing and/or quick disconnect.

**BOILER:**
4.5 Liters, Nickel-Plated

ETL Listed to NSF-4, UL 197, and CSA C22.2 No. 109

**HEATER:**
2000 watts, 110 Volt / 2700 watts, 220 Volt

**ELECTRICAL:**
110 Volt, 20 Amps. / 220 Volt, 15 Amps.

**SIZE:**
14.5” W x 23” D x 34” H (includes the hopper and 4” legs)

**GROSS WEIGHT:**
125 lbs.
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